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a bird that can imitate a human （ fāng wū shēng tì / fāng wúshēng tì ） bird that can imitate a human a language that has no verbs （ wúshēng wèi shēng yǐ ） a language that has no verbs a noun that can be used to refer to the baby that can imitate a human （ dāi wú hú 兒可以以人模） a noun that can be used to refer to the baby that can imitate a human a noun that can be used to refer
to the wife that can imitate a human （ dāi wū wèi wú yíng shì ） a noun that can be used to refer to the wife that can imitate a human a noun that can be used to refer to the husband that can imitate a human （ dāi wū wèi huáng wú yíng shì ） a noun that can be used to refer to the husband that can imitate a human a noun that can be used to refer to the children that can imitate a
human （ dāi wū wèi nǚ yíng shì ） a noun that can be used to refer to the children that can imitate a human a noun that can be used to refer to the dog that can imitate a human （ dāi wū yí yā 狗可以以人模） a noun that can be used to refer to the dog that can imitate a human a noun that can be used to refer to the cat that can imitate a human （ dāi wū yí yā 狗可以以人模） a noun that can
be used to refer to the cat that can imitate a human a verb that means to copy something . . berisi pembahasan soal 13 3 untuk kalkulus purcell edisi 8 and Soal . 0 9, C can be either 3 or 5. The number of humans in this country is 2 13 + 4 5 + 2 2 + 2 2 ≈ 30.9652. . the area of the country is 30.9652. the number of
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